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PREFACE

Reading the works of these poets, I’m leaving for a journey and taking the words with me, installed in my brain.
Their amorous desires and philosophical visions goes beyond visible horizons and I like to go there too.
After several months and during my Journey I realize that their visions often synchronize dramatically well to
‘landscapes’ in other cultures and like Sigmund Freud once said:
‘ E v er yw h e r e I g o I f i n d a p o et h a s b ee n th e re b efo r e m e . ’
Time and thoughts has no boundaries and some visions are infinite visionary. Landscapes remain unnoticed
because we don’t see, but they are there and carry the source of spirituality. Actually, these landscapes only
reveal their mystery to the sensitive eye.
A travelers diary: [A Journey to rural and urban Japan] and a tribute to those beautiful minds who taught me to
look with new ‘eyes’.

Anbo, Yakushima Island, Japan, Pacific Ocean south of Kyushu, 04 / 04 / ‘04
Photo: Hatsue Osawa
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‘Im agin ar y Jo ur ney s’
Introduction by Adriaan Monshouwer, founding director of the Dutch Institute for Photography

Why people travel is a mystery to me. They voluntarily leave their familiar surroundings, their comfortable existence,
to explore the unknown and venture into a world full of peril.
Traveling is adventurous, as most travelers will tell you. And the craving for adventure seems to be rooted deeply in
our genes. Primordial man traveled in search of food, or fleeing danger: in order to survive. To us, modern western
people, survival is no longer an issue. And the dangers of traveling are limited to a minimum. We want to experience
the pleasure of adventure, not the pain.
Popular sayings like “there’s no place like home” point to the ultimate uselessness and dissatisfaction of traveling.
We search and hope, but never find. And still we can’t seem to get enough.
What is true for ordinary people, does not have to hold good for the artist. On the contrary: an artist must do things
others don’t dare, are able or allowed to do. He is called to study the unknown and explore his boundaries. It is his
task to travel. But then, many artists might just be travelers in disguise, claiming an artistic calling to legitimize their
unstoppable wanderlust.
Photography as an excuse for traveling, or traveling to photograph? In the case of Jean Ruiter, this is an unanswerable
question. In his work, photography and travel are inseparable.
To be clear: Jean does not make photographs on location. He construes images, often in difficult, if not extreme
circumstances. And Jean certainly does not travel light. On the contrary: he follows the footsteps of the very first
photographers of the second half of the 19th century.

Jean drags about big, heavy camera’s, tripods, lamps,

processing equipment and innumerable props. He meticulously prepares his travels, which start months before
actually takes off.
Jean Ruiter’s photographic work is both visual and intellectual. It seduces the eye, challenges the mind and draws on
our knowledge of art and culture. In his latest project “The Imaginary Journeys” travel is not just a means or a goal,
but in the first place subject. Inspired by famous works of literature, he has taken fragments of texts on his journey to
an impenetrable, virtually untouched location in Japan. There, in the midst of unsurpassed natural beauty, these
special quotations take on a completely new role and meaning. Text brought into vision. But also an image of a text,
an ode to the traveling writer (and the writing traveler).

Amsterdam, September 6, 2004
Adriaan Monshouwer
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Samuel Beckett
Irish-born writer Samuel Beckett lived and worked in France as a dramatist, novelist, and poet, creating major works in absurdist
literature. His surreal creations inject poignant humor into a world paralyzed by an overwhelming sense of anguish and loss.
Beckett’s characters pathetically grope for meaning in an unreasonable and chaotic world, ultimately finding freedom only within
their own minds. Beckett won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1969.

Atwood, Margaret Eleanor (1939- ), Canadian poet and novelist, born in Ottawa and educated at the University of Toronto,
Radcliffe College, and Harvard University. Drawn to writing from an early age, Atwood began to publish her poems when she was
19 and brought out her first book of poetry, Double Persephone, in 1961. She continued writing while teaching English literature at
various universities in Canada (1964-1972) and as writer-in-residence at the University of Toronto (1972-1973). She won
international acclaim with the publication of her first novel, The Edible Woman (1969), and followed with many others, including
Surfacing (1972), Lady Oracle (1976), Life Before Man (1979), Cat's Eye (1989), and The Robber Bride (1993). Responding to
critics' classification of some of her works as “feminist”, Atwood pointed out that she had begun dealing with themes such as
growing up female in the 1950s and gender-role changes before they were popularized by the women's liberation movement.

S a p p h o (650-590? BC), Greek lyric poet, whose poetry was so renowned that Plato referred to her two centuries after her
death as the tenth muse. She was born on the island of Lésvos (Lesbos), probably in Mitylene. Although her life is little
documented, it appears that she was of noble family and was a contemporary of the lyric poets Alcaeus, reputed to be her lover,
and Stesichorus. She is said to have been married to a wealthy man from the island of Andros and to have had a daughter
named Cleïs. Another legend holds that because of unrequited love for the young boatman Phaon she leapt to her death from a
steep rock on Levkás (an island of the west coast of Greece).
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ESTRAGON:
VLADIMIR:
ESTRAGON:
VLADIMIR:

What about hanging ourselves ?
Hmm. It'd give us an erection.
(highly excited). An erection !?
With all that follows. Where it falls
mandrakes grow.
That's why they shriek when you pull
them up. Did you not know that ?

ESTRAGON:

Let's hang ourselves immediately !
Samuel Beckett
from: Waiting for Godot

(hanging text)

I would like to be the air
that inhabits you for a moment
only. I would like to be that unnoticed
& that necessary.
You think I’m not a Goddess ?
Try me.
Margaret Atwood

(text mounted on tree)

The moon has set, and the Pleiades;
the night-watch goes by, and I sleep
alone.
Sappho
(text projection on stone)
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Foucault, Michel (1926-1984), French philosopher, who attempted to show that the basic ideas that people normally take to
be permanent truths about human nature and society change in the course of history. His studies challenged the influence of
the German political philosopher Karl Marx and the Austrian psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud. Foucault offered new concepts
that challenged people's assumptions about prisons, the police, insurance, care of people with mental illnesses, gay rights,
and welfare.

O'Hara, Frank (1926-1966), American poet and a major figure in the 1950s movement in art and poetry known as the New
York School. O'Hara was born in Baltimore, Maryland and grew up in Grafton, Massachusetts. As a youth he studied piano,
aspiring to be a composer, and began writing poetry. O’Hara attended Harvard University, where he met the poets John
Ashbery and Kenneth Koch; he graduated in 1950. One year later O’Hara moved to New York and soon occupied a central
position in the artistic life there as poet, playwright, art critic, and, eventually, Associate Curator at the Museum of Modern
Art. His first book of poems, A City Winter and Other Poems, appeared in 1952, followed by Meditations in an Emergency
(1957), Odes, Second Avenue (both 1960), Lunch Poems (1964), and Love Poems (1965). His Art Chronicles: 1954-1966
(1975) was a collection of essays on the leading figures of the Abstract Expressionist movement. The book reflects his early,
keen perception of and personal involvement in the New York art scene during a period when New York became the capital of
Modernism in the arts.
O'Hara wrote many different kinds of poems, some narrative and others introspective. There is the grand, abstract rhetoric of
Odes and the earthier language of the “I do this I do that” poems. “Sleeping on the Wing” is both sorrowful and assertive:

Baraka, Amiri (1934- ), black American playwright, poet, and political activist. Originally named Everett LeRoi Jones, he
changed his name to Imamu Ameer Baraka in 1967. In the 1970s he altered this name to Amiri Baraka. Born on October 7,
1934, in Newark, New Jersey, he was one of the country's leading black intellectuals of the 1960s. He earned a scholarship to
Rutgers University in 1951 but transferred a year later to Howard University, where he earned his bachelor's degree in 1954.
After serving three years in the Air Force, he settled in New York's Greenwich Village, where he befriended several prominent
Beat Generation poets, including Allen Ginsberg.
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Do not ask me who I am and do not ask me to remain the same.
Michel Foucault

text mounted on cane

And here I AM,
the Center of all beauty !
writing these poems!
Imagine!
Frank O’ Hara

6000 years old Cedar Tree, text A4 page mounted on tree

I am real,
and I can’t say
who I am.
Ask me if I know
I’ll say yes,
I might say no.
Still ask
Imamu Amiri Baraka

Tokyo Girls Harajuku Station
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Plath, Sylvia (1932-1963), American poet and novelist.
While at Smith College she combined academic work with the writing of short stories and poems, a number of which were published and
some of which won prizes. In 1953, after three years of overexertion, she suffered a nervous breakdown and made her first suicide attempt.
She spent six months in a private hospital where she was treated with electro convulsive therapy, a treatment that became a recurrent image
in her writing. Her experience was later recorded in her strongly autobiographical novel The Bell Jar (1963), published under the pseudonym
Victoria Lucas.
Shortly after the birth of their second child, Hughes broke up the marriage and left Plath for another woman. A period of frenzied poetic
activity followed. As Plath wrote to her mother: “I am up about five, in my study with coffee, writing like mad—have managed a poem a day
before breakfast ... Terrific stuff, as if domesticity had choked me.” In the two months that followed Hughes’s departure, Plath wrote the
poems of anguished self-exposure on which her reputation now largely rests: “Daddy”, “Lady Lazarus”, “Ariel”, “The Bee Meeting”,
“Stings”, and “Medusa”. None of these was published during her lifetime, although at the time of her death she was arranging the collection
(Ariel) of which they form a part. In January 1963, after the publication of The Bell Jar, Plath fell into a clinical depression and in February
of that year she gassed herself by putting her head in her oven. Ariel (1965), published posthumously, is considered to contain her finest
poems; like her subsequent verse (published after her suicide) they reflect an increasing self-absorption and obsession with death. Her
Pulitzer Prize-winning Collected Poems (1981) was edited by Ted Hughes

Woolf, (Adeline) Virginia Stephen (1882-1941), British novelist and critic, whose stream-of-consciousness technique and
poetic prose are among the most important contributions to the modern novel. Woolf was born Adeline Virginia Stephen in
London, the daughter of the biographer and philosopher Sir Leslie Stephen, who educated her at home and gave her the run of
his library. In 1895 her mother died, and Woolf was looked after by her elder half-sister, Stella Duckworth (who died two years
later), and her half-brother, George. By the age of 19, Woolf was contributing articles to the Times Literary Supplement.

Herbert, Zbigniew (1924– ), Polish poet, whose work is avant-garde, ironic, and formally accomplished. Herbert achieved
classical precision and control amidst and against the observed chaos of Poland's human suffering. He published few poems in
the communist-inspired epoch of socialist realism in the early 1950s. In 1956 he published the collection Struna Swiatla (Chord
of Light, 1956), which was soon followed by Hermes, Pies i Gwiazda (Hermes, a Dog and a Star, 1957) and Studium Przedmiotu
(A Study of the Object, 1961). Herbert has also written plays for broadcasting and essays on art and history.
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Dying
Is an art, like everything else.
I do it exceptionally well.
I do it so it feels like hell.
I do it so it feels real.
I guess you could say I`ve a call.
Sylvia Plath
(text in front of sacred graveyard stones. Shinto style)

Odd how the creative power at once brings the whole
universe to order.
Virginia Woolf
(text imprinted in print ) abandoned deepfreeze boxes

And yet it was a city of blood and stone
just like the others a city in which yesterday
somebody died someone went mad someone
coughed hopelessly throughout the night
Zbigniew Herbert

(text written on stone found at Yakushima Island, Tokyo Down Town)
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Pound, Ezra Loomis (1885-1972), American avant-garde poet, critic, and translator, who exerted an enormous influence
on the development of English and American poetry and criticism in the early 20th century.
Pound was born on October 30, 1885, in Hailey, Idaho, and educated at the University of Pennsylvania, where he met his
lifelong friend William Carlos Williams, and Hamilton College. He went abroad in 1907 and from 1908 until 1930 lived
in London, where he served as a foreign correspondent for the American magazines Poetry and The Little Review. Pound
championed and in some cases edited the works of T. S. Eliot, William Butler Yeats, James Joyce, and other avant-garde
authors writing in England. He was among the first to recognize and review the poetry of Robert Frost and D. H.
Lawrence. He also set forth the theories behind the literary movement that came to be known as Imagism.

Wislawa Szymborska
Wislawa Szymborska (1923). Polish poet and winner of the 1996 Nobel Prize for literature for "poetry that
with ironic precision allows the historical and biological context to come to light in fragments of human reality".
Szymborska is also an accomplished translator, literary critic, and essayist.

William Butler Yeats
Irish writer William Butler Yeats, winner of the 1923 Nobel Prize for literature, composed some of the most respected poetry of
the 20th century. The themes of Irish nationalism, occult studies, and art all served as central ideas in Yeats’s work. Here, an
actor recites a portion of Yeats’s poem, “Second Coming” (1920-1921), which prophesies an imminent Armageddon.
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I have tried to write Paradise
Do not move
Let the wind speak
That is Paradise.
Let the Gods forgive what I
have made
Let those I love try to forgive
what I have made.
Chikurinji Temple Garden, Kochi. (text imprinted in print),

Ezra Pound

Somebody has been here and has been,
and then has suddenly disappeared
and now is stubbornly absent.
Wislawa Szymborska
Tea House, Meiji Shrine, Tokyo, (text imprinted by overlay)

Though like a road
That men pass over
My body makes no moan
But sings on.
Emperor’s Path , Edo Era, Meiji Shrine, Tokyo

William Butler Yeats
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This series is printed at two sizes:
as portfolio size at 65x75 cm. Incl. Passé Partout
as exhibition print size at approx. 95x120 cm. Incl. White border
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General information about the works and projects of Jean Ruiter
1960 / ‘80

Research in the fields of Art and Photography, numerous publications in magazines and
books. numerous exhibitions

1980 / ‘83
1984
1986
1987
1988 /’89
1989
1990 /’91
1992
1992
1993
1994
1994 /’95
1995
1995
1996
1996

Single Works
Turkey, a journey , 24 photoworks
China travel, a study, some works
Japan I , 12 photoworks
Terra Cultura , Mediterranean Cultures, 25 photoworks
Complemented and Opposed , ongoing series
Maya and Aztecs and West Coast US , 14 photoworks
Women, sacrificed and desired , 10 photoworks, 3 dimensional
New York, Urban Opera . 12 photoworks multi-media
Japan II, , 7 photoworks
Cathedrals in the desert, south California , 7 photoworks
Deconstruction's, series of 16 photoworks (ongoing)
Corpus-Constructed , 10 photoworks/collage
Charcoals , 24 photoworks black and white
3 self-portraits in the South of France ,
The Transparent Truth , 10 photoworks + video installation
(election of an American president)
1997
USA autonomous works (june,july,august)
1997
California, 4 works, 'I was here', 'Georgia O'Keeffe's fate',
'Deconstruction of a Chinese vase',
'Construction of a total eclipse of the sun'
1998
Les Nudes d'Hattonville, 7 photoworks black and white
The 'Barbie' sequences , 1 triptych ,
1998
Minds of Consciousness, 11 photoworks about occultism.
+ essay of Marcel Feil
1999
Dante Revisited, 6 photoworks ,visualizing the Divina Commedia.
Laos, walking the silent path. 11 photoworks about the postwar
Influences of being targeted for 9 years by daily bombing raids.
1999
Newspaper series, 18 photographs
1999
The Anne Frank series, 5 photoworks
1999
Several single works (apple tree, white church, virus-series)
1999
The Kyoto Zen Garden Project, 11 photoworks
2000
New American Landscapes, 12 photoworks
2000
Single works made in USA, site specific
2001
. Der Reichstag, (Charcoals)
2001
'Silks', a revelation of time, 9 photoworks
2002
Tokyo Blind Paths + Portraits Blind People. 10 photoworks
Noh' Masks and Sushi samples. 8 photoworks
Battlefields, ongoing series
Chaos&Order, 6 works, (double exposures in the darkroom)
Chaos&Order II, forest_lines, 3 works + 2
Single works: Deconstruction #16 and 17, Birthplace of Leonardo Da Vinci,
The Paradox of Chaos&Order, 11 photoworks
2002 / ’03
Emotional Mathematics
2003
The Polyurethane series (10 works)
2004
De-Constructions series: Mexican Fruit bowl, Shadow fight,
WTC Memorial piece (Charcoals)
The Imaginary Journeys (Japan – 12 works)
Organics, photograms, portfolio of 9 works in color, first time in Photohistory.
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The Photowor ks of Jean Ruiter
by Jonathan Green
Director California Museum for Photography

Re-framing History

The California Museum of Photography has been delighted to have had the opportunity to be one of the primary venues for
showing Jean Ruiter's work in America. Reciprocally, Jean has been one of the prime movers in bringing California photograph to
northern Europe. Because of this reciprocity, it is understandable that in Europe, where even in the nineties the imperative of the
"decisive moment" continues to define the acceptable photographic aesthetic, Ruiter's photo-constructions are frequently seen as
being executed in an {American} idiom. His work counters much that Europeans understand as the photographic aesthetic: it is
neither a seamless depiction of a real moment, the finding of order out of ordinary, daily, visual chaos, nor an inquiry into the
psychological resonance of the pictorial. As the American "combine" work of the last four decades--work derived in part from the
experiments of Rauschenberg and Warhol it presents a collaged and fabricated world in which the photograph is only one element
in a layered commentary.
Yet rather than deriving from this fundamentally American idiom, Ruiter's photo-work is, in fact, thoroughly European in its
obsession, methodology, and presentation. Its essential concern is not synoptic or acquisitive as is Rauschenberg's. Nor does it
mimic Rauschenberg's archetypal American belief that painting can "act in that gap between art and life." Ruiter's photo-works
rather act in the gap between the present and the past. Indeed, Ruiter's work is underwritten by that primary European obsession
with analyzing contemporary culture in light of Europe's own classical history.
The touchstone for understanding Ruiter's work is not Cartier-Bresson but Louis Jacques Mande Daguerre, particularly Daguerre's
earliest surviving metal-plate, an 1837 still life of plaster casts. In this image, Daguerre photographs a corner of his studio that
contains an array of still life objects: antique visual fragments. His arrangement includes a plaster relief of a nude Roman maiden
and faun, two medieval cherubic busts, a sculpted rams' head, a basket-covered decanter, and a framed etching. These are all icons
drawn from that stable of objects that Western civilization has certified as picturesque, objects that signify both {art} and
{history.}
It seems clear that Daguerre's photographic construction--perhaps the world's first attempt at fabricating a table-top construction
for the purpose of being photographed--was an attempt not only to ally this new invention with the "artistic" but to give it
legitimacy not by indicating its potential for the contemporaneous, but rather by indicating its ability to seize within the current
moment the aura of the past. This was not, as Oliver Wendell Holmes was to baptize the Daguerreotype, a "mirror with a
memory," but rather a "memory in a mirror." Daguerre references history and the status of the artistic by setting forth a series of
fragmentary allusions to past images.
Ruiter's basic pictorial and ideational strategies parallel Daguerre's. His work brings together fragments of past and present. The
photographic components of Ruiter's work speak insistently of the contemporary, the immediate, and the real, but his assemblage
of classical fragments—reproductions of earlier media--painting, sculpture, fabric, and statuary--speak resolutely of the past. But
where Daguerre is interested in pointing to the legitimacy of the past and forging the strongest possible link between his newly
discovered process and ancient forms and process, Ruiter is more interested in borrowing classic images to offer ironic
commentary on the present.
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Just as Daguerre sets up on his windowsill fragments of a glorious European past so Ruiter, traveling in America, constructs in
this new landscape, fragments, memories and references to high European culture. In Ruiter's series {Cathedrals in the Desert,}
the great religious architectural icons of Europe are reconstructed in the desert of Southern California in the manner of a flat
Hollywood set or an American highway billboard. Here, in a transformation both beautiful and mocking, these buildings are given
a new American skin. The stones and mortar of the European facades are replaced with more indigenous American products.The
Arch of Titus is covered with 2500 red foil packets of Heinz Ketchup a more fitting reference for Americans who are much more
adept at identifying the arches of a hamburger chain than the golden arches of the Arch of Titus. The DOM of Milan of is covered
with fake pink fur, while stone facade of Santa Trinita is replaced with 48 ounce T-Bone steaks.
These substitutions reinvent European icons of high culture and history as banal American kitsch: monuments that are, for most
Americans, simultaneously incomprehensible references to a history and a culture forever lost in the new world at the same time
they are clearly understandable suggestions of a commodification and marketing mentality central to the contemporary American
socio-cultural psyche. Yet, miraculously, in Ruiter's hands these ironic new objects remain sensual and beautiful. These
reconstructions have not been built on just any American site, rather they are reconstructed at America's most sacred place, the
high desert of the mythic West. Desert light and space provide an archetypal American site. The beauty of the 2500 Heinz
Ketchup foil packets shimmering in the desert sun is both subversive and actual. Here sacrilege is transformed into an homage to
American commerce at the same time it mockingly tells of the distance between America and its European roots.
There is another mysterious and unaccountable point of correspondence between Ruiter's Cathedrals in the Desert and the work of
his European ancestor. Daguerre worked first as a painter in the high romantic style and then as the painter and engineer of the
Diorama, an illusionistic theatre with amazingly realistic changing light effects. Daguerre's subjects, both in his painting and in the
Diorama, were frequently the ruined facades of European churches, chapels, an abbeys. The facades of these silhouetted Gothic
ruins were subtly transformed by Daguerre by controlling the light from skylights and windows. Ruiter transforms his facades
both with hot desert light and with the not so subtle imposition of peculiar American commodities. Ruiter's Cathedrals in the
Desert continues Daguerre's romantic notion of positing the ruined cathedral as vehicle and metaphor for the intersection of
history and modernity. In both Daguerre's and Ruiter's work, architectural power and utility resides not in a fully structured
building, but in the use of the building's disembodied facade as icon: the exterior architectonic geometry of Ruiter's and Daguerre's
churches become the objectification of history and hold the aura of Europe's high religions. Their geometry is merely a metaphor
by which the past is projected upon the present. The viewer's relationship to these reconstructions is not as an actual inhabitant but
as a voyeur, a spectator at the symbolic resurrection of the past within the contemporary world. For Daguerre these reminiscences
of history existed in the shadowy light of a darkened theatre or gallery. Jean Ruiter's cathedrals decompose in the harsh,
unflinching light of the American desert.
One of Jean Ruiter's most persuasive strategies for interweaving moments of time is the use of multiple framing. In his work the
continuous flat surface of the photograph is frequently interrupted with either a cut-out that leads through to another image or by
an object or framed image that is superimposed above the primary image. These dimensional impositions challenge our usual
experience of viewing photographs as seamless replications of reality and force us to experience the image in a space which is
both dimensional and changes in time. At times this variable space is further extended through the use of mirrors. The world of his
images is always once removed from the evidentiary world we postulate as {real, true,} and {photographic.}
There is one more important point of correspondence to note between Daguerre's photograph and Jean Ruiter's: the topology of
desire. While Daguerre never titled this image, it has been variously designated by later commentators; Beumont Newhall calls it
"The Artist's Studio." Naomi Rosenblum refers to it as "Still Life." Each is of course an accurate reference to the domains of
culture in which the objects reside and underscores their cliché subject matter. Yet a closer reading of Daguerre's photograph
indicates that the fragments point to orgiastic desire; its essential discourse is about sexuality rather than art, or at very least about
the domain of sexuality in the arts. Each object in the photograph refers to one aspect of Dionysian revelry. The nude nymph and
faun are partaking in a revelry so intense that the vessel of wine spills upon the ground. Here the cherubs become cupids of erotic
love, the rams head the symbol of sexual dominance and licentiousness, the basket covered bottle holds wine for the Bacchanalia,
and the barely readable etching depicts a couple in a lovers' embrace.
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While these devices may be merely tropes that for the Parisian of early-nineteenth century simply pointed to the artifice of
romantic art, they also reference--albeit in a rather dour way--art as a discourse on sexuality, the sensual life, and desire.
In a related manner, photography allows Ruiter to examine the discrepancies between attainability and desire, between classic,
even religious idealizations of the body and human passion and their photographic reality. Where Daguerre's references to
sexuality reside specifically within the classic estate of the gods, myth and history, Ruiter intermixes allusions to antique deities
and the elegance of classical depictions of the body with snapshots, pornography, and advertising images. And, while Daguerre's
quiet discussion of sexuality takes place in a hidden, scruffy corner, Ruiter examines the sexual with deliberate flourish and
exuberance, allowing the imposition of historical European icons to provide wry and witty commentary on the present.
‘Hermaphrodite’ from the series ‘Terra Cultura’ is a both a photographic and a sculptural meditation on sexual encounter, the
perfection of the body, the binary possibilities of gender definition, and the imposition of classic definitions upon contemporary
sexual culture. These themes are revisited from a specifically heterosexual male's point of view in the series {Women Sacrificed
and Desired} where stereotypic images associated with classic, feminine sexual representation are re-framed, cut into, or overlaid
with pictorial icons drawn from high moments of European religious and secular painting. In one photo-work between a women's
legs we discover the Tower of Babel. In another, a pose calculated for sexual display is blessed by the Virgin Mary who drops a
halo over a woman's buttocks.
Ruiter's series, {Charcoals,} focuses on the tension between media past and media present. Ruiter, with great wit, constructs his
new images not out of charcoal drawings but out of physical charcoal, itself. Here, photography is relegated to being merely the
matrix which carries the information. The implications seem clear: his mixing of voices, genres, and aesthetic codes challenges
our notions of photographic clarity and truthfulness at the same time it ironically equates the transparency and neutrality of
photography with the opacity and idiosyncrasy of an earlier media. More than this, Ruiter's deconstruction parallels Daguerre's
reliance on earlier media to provide meaning and legitimacy for photography. With {Charcoals,} Ruiter's work has come full
circle and returns to the pre-photographic. Daguerre spent years attempting to "fix the shadow" thrown by an optical lens only to
discover that his aesthetics, his rhetoric, and his subjects were not at all {photographic.} Ruiter, with {Charcoals,} also ostensibly
dismisses photography. But he does so by framing it as an ideational discourse that relies very little on media and exists almost
entirely as history.

© Jonathan Green
Director UCR/California Museum of Photography
Email:jonathan.green@ucr.edu
University of California, Riverside
Riverside CA 92521

14-07-04,
Jean,
Thank you so much for sending on the new Imaginary Journeys book. The book's premise of finding voices and then
text in the landscape continues to push your work forward into new territories. I would love to see some of these
images big enough to read the text and to see the careful integration of text and site.
Jonathan
(Regarding this book: Images all rights reserved by Jean Ruiter, text by the Authors )
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Yakushima Island, Japan. Working at ‘Sappho-Piece’, 16-04-‘04
Photo: Hatsue Osawa

Jean Ruiter, Amsterdam 1942
Lives/works in France and lives/works site specific.
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